SENSATIONAL SUMMER READING - 2015
FOX MILL & HUNTERS WOODS ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Kindergarten – Second Grade

**JP**

*Dream Dog* by Lou Berger – JP BER

*Nightsong* by Ari Berk - JP BER

*Circle, Square, Moose* by Kelly Bingham – JP BIN

*Elizabeth, Queen of the Seas* by Lynne Cox – JP COX

*The Bear Ate Your Sandwich* by Julia Sarcone-Roach – JP SAR

*Three Bears in a Boat* by David Soman – JP SOM

*Red Knit Cap Girl and the Reading Tree* by Naoko Stoop – JP STO

*Mix It Up!* by Herve Tullet - JP TUL

**JR**

*Ed and Ted and Ted’s Dog Fred* by Andy Griffiths - JR GRI

*Inch and Roly Make a Wish* by Melissa Wiley – JR WIL

*Waiting Is Not Easy* by Mo Willems - JR WIL

**JB**

*Ben Franklin’s Big Splash: The mostly True Story of His First Invention* by Barb Rosenstock – JB FRANKLIN

*Grandfather Gandhi* by Arun Gandhi - JB Gandhi
A Boy and a Jaguar by Alan Rabinowitz - JB Rabinowitz

Anna & Solomon by Elaine Snyder - JB SNY

**JFIC**

The Miniature World of Marvin & James by Elise Broach – JFIC BR

The Case of the Library Monster by Dori Hillestad Butler – JFIC BUT

Trouble on Thunder Mountain by Russell Hoban – JFIC HOB

Lindbergh: The tale of a Flying Mouse by Torben Kuhlmann – JFIC KUH

Fly Away by Patricia MacLachlan - JFIC MAC

**J NON FICTION**

The Popcorn Astronauts by Deborah Ruddell – J 811 R

**3rd - 6th Grade**

**JFIC**

The Night Gardener by Jonathan Auxier – JFIC AUX

Audrey (Cow): An Oral Account of a Most Daring Escape, Based More or Less on a True Story by Dan Bar-el – JFIC BAR

I Didn't Do My Homework Because... by Davide Cali – JFIC CAL

The Lion Who Stole My Arm by Nicola Davies – JFIC DAV

Blue Mountain by Martine Leavitt – JFIC LEA
Half a Man by Michael Morpurgo – JFIC LEA

The Truth of Me by Patricia MacLachlan - JFIC MAC

A Medal for Leroy by Michael Morpurgo – JFIC MOR

The Mouse with the Question Mark Tail by Richard Peck – JFIC PEC

Nuts Too You by Lynne Rae Perkins – JFIC PER

Lockwood & Co. The Screaming Staircase by Jonathan Stroud – JFIC STR

What the Dinosaurs Did Last Night by Refe Tiuma - JFIC TIU

Listening For Lions by Gloria Whelan – JFIC WHE

JB

Unbroken (The Young Adult Adaptation): An Olympian’s Journey from Airman to Castaway to Captive by Laura Hillenbrand - JB Zamperini

J NON-FICTION

Hansel & Gretel by Neil Gaiman – J 398 G

Tuesday Tucks Me In: The Loyal Bond Between a Soldier and His Service Dog by Luis Montalvan - J 636.73 M

Find Momo: My Dog Is Hiding In This Book. Can You Find Him? by Andrew Knapp – J 793.73 K

Winter Bees and Other Poems of the Cold by Joyce Sidman – J 811 S

D-Day: The Invasion of Normandy, 1944 by Rick Atkinson - J 940.5421 A

World War II: Top Secret Files by Stephanie Bearce - J940.5485 B